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Preface
About this guide

The Oracle ECB User's Essentials Guide provides information about:

• Concepts that apply to the key features and capabilities of your Oracle ECB
• Configuring application-level functionality for the system

Your Documentation Supplement

This Oracle® Enterprise Communications Broker User's Essentials Guide Release Version P-CZ1.0.0 is augmented
by documentation published for the Oracle Communications SBC and Oracle Enterprise SBC. This document covers
the features and functions available with the Oracle ECB itself. As such, this document is dependent upon the larger
body of documentation for those features and functions that are not specific to the Oracle ECB.

Product Name Notice

Although the product is named the Oracle Enterprise Communications Broker, there are multiple references to the
product as an Acme Packet product within the software. Acme Packet is the name of a company recently acquired by
Oracle. Please note that the naming within the software will change.

Related Documentation

The following table lists the members that comprise the documentation set for this release. There are multiple
versions of these documents, based on software release. Please refer to documentation for enterprise software version
E-C[xz]6.4.0 and service provider software version S-Cx6.3:

Document Name Document Description

Acme Packet 4500 System Hardware
Installation Guide

Contains information about the components and installation of the Net-
Net 4500 system.

Acme Packet 3800 Hardware Installation
Guide

Contains information about the components and installation of the Net-
Net 3800 system.

Acme Packet 3000 & 4000 Release Notes Contains information about the current documentation set release,
including new features and management changes.



Document Name Document Description

Oracle Communications Session Border
Controller 4000 ACLI Configuration
Guide

Contains information about the administration and software
configuration of the Oracle SBC.

Oracle Communications Session Border
Controller ACLI Reference Guide

Contains explanations of how to use the ACLI, as an alphabetical
listings and descriptions of all ACLI commands and configuration
parameters.

Oracle Communications Session Border
Controller Maintenance and
Troubleshooting Guide

Contains information about Oracle SBC logs, performance
announcements, system management, inventory management, upgrades,
working with configurations, and managing backups and archives.

Oracle Communications Session Border
Controller MIB Reference Guide

Contains information about Management Information Base (MIBs),
enterprise MIBs, general trap information, including specific details
about standard traps and enterprise traps, Simple Network Management
Protocol (SNMP) GET query information (including standard and
enterprise SNMP GET query names, object identifier names and
numbers, and descriptions), examples of scalar and table objects.

Oracle Communications Session Border
Controller Accounting Guide

Contains information about the Oracle SBC’s accounting support,
including details about RADIUS accounting.

Oracle Communications Session Border
Controller HDR Resource Guide

Contains information about the Oracle SBC’s Historical Data
Recording (HDR) feature. This guide includes HDR configuration and
system-wide statistical information.

Oracle Communications Session Border
Controller Administrative Security
Essentials

Contains information about the Oracle SBC’s support for its
Administrative Security license.

In addition to the above, refer to the following document as a supplement to this document.

Oracle® Enterprise Session Border Controller-
SE/VME Web GUI User Guide E-C[xz]6.4

Contains generic information about the Web GUI interface,
including Monitoring and Tracing and System File
management.

Oracle® Enterprise Session Border Controller
Configuration Guide Release Version E-C[xz]6.4

Contains a wide range on information on Oracle E-SBC
product, including platform information.

Release Caveats

For high availability Oracle ECB deployments, session counts on the standby device are not accurate.

• The Oracle ECB runs in "session" mode, as opposed to "dialog" mode. In session mode, a standby can take over
the active role and continue to process existing calls (as well as process new calls) without having existing call
data synchronized by the high availability checkpointing process.

Known Issues

The table below lists known issues in the PCZ1.0.0 release of which the user should be aware. The information
includes explanations of the impact of the issue and, if applicable, a workaround to the issue.

Issue Workaround/Impact

The system can loose its tree view after importing
dial plans via a CSV file.

Log in and out of the device to re-establish the desired tree
view.



Issue Workaround/Impact

Importing dial plans occurs infrequently. The scenario
produces no negative impact on system operation and the
impact on the user is low.

The system exhibits various GUI function
problems if it logs a user out of the "admin"
account due to inactivity, and a user subsequently
logs back in to the "user" account.

Ensure that users deliberately log out of the "admin" account
without allowing the system to time out.

Users infrequently change privilege levels. The impact on
system operation and the user is low.

The system enables the dial pattern table's delete
button even when no pattern is selected.

Be aware of the scenario.

The impact is considered very low because the system does not
perform any action if the user clicks the delete button.

The system does not perform accounting server
configuration save procedures properly if the user
does not click the OK button.

Be sure click the OK button to retain accounting server
changes before moving to other dialogs.

The impact is considered low because users to not often
perform accounting configuration procedures.

The system does not perform enum server
configuration save procedures properly if the user
does not click the OK button.

Be sure to click the OK button to retain enum server changes
before moving to other dialogs.

The impact is considered low because users to not often
perform accounting configuration procedures.

Changing case in GUI "name" fields does not
enable the "OK" button.

If you find you need to change a field name to a different case,
first change it to a temporary name and click OK. Then change
the name back to the original name with the correct case.

System configuration element names are case sensitive.
Configurations for element names with incorrect case do not
work.

The system allows the user to set route entry in the
routing table to the wildcard character (*).

Do not set route entries to the wildcard character (*). These
routes do not route the applicable traffic.

The "show support-info" ACLI command does not
include software version.

When the user submits a defect, please include the output of
the "show version" and "show running-config" commands, in
addition to the output of the "show support-info" command.

The Geographical dial plan data provided by
default is currently incomplete.

The Geographical dial plan data provided by
default includes complete dial plan data for the
following:

• Argentina
• Brazil
• Colombia
• Mexico
• Peru
• France
• Germany
• Italy

Manually complete dial plan configuration for those countries
with incomplete dial plan data.



Issue Workaround/Impact

• Poland
• Spain
• United Kingdom

In addition, country codes for the largest 50
countries in the world is provided in the default
dial plan, allowing outbound dialing to those
countries.

The system does not grey out "Network" High
Availability (HA) settings even though HA is
disabled globally within the system's "General"
settings.

Be aware of the issue.

There is no impact on system operation and the impact on the
user is low because network HA settings have no effect when
HA is disabled globally.

The system allows the user to set the Number
Translation's "n-digit-dialing" setting to 0.

Do not set "n-digit-dialing" to 0. The valid range is 1-25 with a
default of 1.

Number translations with "n-digit-dialing" set to 0 do not work.

The file management function, under the System
tab fails on backup configurations with names that
include quotes, slashes, greater-than and less-then
signs.

Do not configure backup configuration filenames with the
characters listed.

The impact includes error messages displayed by the GUI
during applicable file management functions.

The system times out requests to download 0-
length files from the System tab.

Click the Download button again. The system proceeds to
download the file.

There is no impact on the system and the impact on the user is
considered low.

The system's Current Memory Usage pie graph
does not display the usable memory for SUN
Netra hardware. Instead, it displays the physical
size of RAM.

Be aware of the issue.

There is no impact on the system and the impact on the user is
considered very low.

Revision History

Date Revision Number Description

October 30, 2013 Revision 1.00 Initial Release

November 11, 2013 Revision 1.10 Adds the Known Issues Section to About this Guide



1
Oracle Enterprise Communications Broker (ECB)
Overview

The Oracle ECB is an enterprise-class, core signaling component designed to simplify communications networks. It
combines innovative approaches toward dial plan management and SIP topology-aware routing with a purpose-built,
intuitive GUI interface. While at its best in signaling environments comprised of products and solutions from multiple
vendors, it is useful for consolidating policy enforcement decisions, integrating third-party applications, and
managing a network-wide routing topology even in homogenous architectures.

The Oracle ECB is typically deployed in the core of a multi-vendor communications network where multiple UC,
PBX and service provider trunk interfaces must be interconnected. It normalizes communications between disparate
premise-based systems and connects them to service provider networks and hosted applications through E-SBCs.

Key benefits include:

• Increases scalability and simplicity
• Protects and extends investments in legacy communications infrastructure
• Reduces operations expenses
• Improves network availability
• Services and Applications
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There are two major functional components of the Oracle ECB software architecture: its dial plan engine, and its
routing engine. These two components represent the foundation of the Oracle ECB's core SIP processing engine, and
were specifically crafted to address, in a generic sense, the problems arising from the organic evolution of SIP-based
enterprise communications networks.

Overview of the Oracle ECB Dial Plan
The Oracle ECB's dial plan engine was designed from the ground up to simplify the administration of common, real-
world dialing behaviors. Conceptually, the dial plan engine allows administrators to define the rules by which dialed
digit strings are built up, or broken down into "universal addresses". A universal address may be thought of as an E.
164 number, although this is not strictly required. Universal numbers are required to be globally unique, not E.164-
compliant.

These rules are then grouped into a foundation data structure in the Oracle ECB, the context. The concept of a context
is fundamental to the operation of the Oracle ECB's dial plan configuration, and is discussed below.

The dial plan engine serves two purposes. First, it constructs universal addresses from input received. Second, it
prepares egress translation from universal addresses into contextually-appropriate addresses based upon a message's
destination. An example of the latter is the system creating a URI for a remote phone that needs to be addressed with
four digits rather than a fully-qualified E.164 number.

Overview of Oracle ECB Contexts
Simply put, a context is a collection of rules that serve to manipulate strings of dialed digits. It is important to note
that in most real-world use cases, contexts are associated with a PBX or branch office. That is, users associated with a
given PBX are all subject to its rules for making telephone calls, such as:

• Each user on the PBX dials the same digit for seizing an outside line;
• All users may be able to reach other extensions on that PBX by dialing short dial strings;
• All users in that environment have access to the same 'tie lines'.

The rules that govern how to interpret the series of digits do not differ from user to user within that PBX.

Note that this is not taking user-based entitlements into consideration. For example, users within the same context all
dial the same videoconferencing terminal in the corporate boardroom using the same series of digits, even though not
all of the users are authorized to use that equipment.

Determination of a SIP message's "origin context" is critically important. This is covered in more detail in the
"Ingress Processing" section below. Phone numbers within a SIP message may have vastly different interpretations
when, for example, a user dials "0" from two different branch offices within the same enterprise. The context of the
dialing user differentiates the dialed pattern for the Oracle ECB.

Terminology used to define contexts applicable to the Oracle ECB is presented in the table below. Ensuing sections
go into deeper detail on these context types, as needed.

Context Type Definition

Geographic
context

This type of context is a collection of rules that define the dialing patterns applicable to that
geography, usually a country. These rules are outside of an enterprise's control and are pre-
configured for you on the Oracle ECB by Oracle.

Corporate
context

Rules defined by the enterprise that specify routing, policy, access code and extension range
dialing patterns.

Note: Rules may vary based on applicable PBX or branch office. Context hierarchy
manages these variations.

Oracle Enterprise Communications Broker (ECB) Overview
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Context Type Definition

Visited context The context within which a given user initiates a call outside of their source context. This
context may be used as the rule set from which the Oracle ECB creates the call's universal
number. The Oracle ECB function in receipt of this call determines whether the rules for the
user's home or visited context are applied.

Source Context The context used when an Agent provides context detail for a given call.

This is also the context within which a given user resides via configuration, to be understood as
a user's default location.

Source Context
Flag

"sc", meaning source context, is the syntax for a flag presented within SIP signaling by
equipment external to theOracle ECB that specifies the context from which the call originated.
When presented, this context's rules are always applied.

Refer to the chapters on Dial Plan configuration for instructions on the related fields.

Context Hierarchy
Contexts within the Oracle ECB may be defined hierarchically, to offer a parent/child inheritance relationship. This is
done to avoid data duplication and redundant configuration.

For example, a large enterprise may have a corporate dial plan (common phone numbers for the IT help desk,
employee benefits group, travel desk, etc.) that is consistent among all branch offices, and unique extension ranges
per branch location. By defining common data in a "parent" context, each child context will inherit these common dial
plan values and avoid the need for configuring each of them over and over for each branch office turn-up.

Each dialing context may have one corporate parent (for inheriting dialing rules that are unique for that enterprise)
and one geographic parent (for inheriting common dialing rules pertaining to that branch office's physical location).
Geographic and corporate contexts are described in the following sections.

Geographic Contexts

A geographic context is the set of rules for dialing within a given geography. It does not matter if you live in New
York City or in Los Angeles, you'll still dial 011 for an international long distance call and 911 for emergency
services because those are both part of the dial plan for the United States (or, more technically, the North American
Numbering Plan or NANP). The Oracle ECB ships with geographic dial plans for the fifty most populous countries
on Earth. This default data may be overridden by Oracle ECB administrators, or refreshed with future data (to account
for changes in the ITU dial plans, for example).

Each context that an administrator defines on the Oracle ECB may have a geographic parent, configured as a
geographic location. By configuring a geographic location, that child context inherits the dialing patterns for that
geography. There is no need to configure the child contexts with rules for 011+, 911, 411 and so forth. They inherit
these rules because they participate in that geography's parentage relationship.

Oracle Enterprise Communications Broker (ECB) Overview
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Note: The digit ranges within the child contexts do not overlap, presenting a simple means of identifying
context. This represents a Small Enterprise Oracle ECB Configuration Model. The corporate dialing patterns
are configured on the corporate context once. When a caller dials 3xxx from any child context, the system
always sends the call to Madrid.

Corporate Contexts

As opposed to geographic contexts, which are common for all telephone calls throughout the world and therefore may
be supplied with theOracle ECB software, corporate contexts are company-specific and define the dialing rules for the
enterprise. This may include all branch offices/remote offices/PBXs and so forth.

Note: In contrast to the example shown previously, the digit ranges at the child contexts overlap. This
represents a Large Enterprise Oracle ECB Configuration Model. In this case, the system uses the dialed prefix
to identify the child context. Each child context inherits the dial patterns of the parent to know where to send
a call. Each child knows to send calls with the prefix 123 to a Bedford tie line, 456 to Madrid and 789 to
Berlin. Each pattern need only be configured once, on the parent (Acme Packet) context.

Overview of Oracle ECB Routing
The Oracle ECB employs a brand new, purpose-built SIP routing engine for packet processing. Unlike traditional SIP
proxies, application servers, or Session Border Controllers, the Oracle ECB may be provisioned with a complete
network topology map of all signaling entities, and use this provisioned data to make fully-informed routing decisions
on how signaling flows should travel through a SIP network. Not satisfied with simply choosing a next hop and
pushing the signaling message on its way, the Oracle ECB will look at the entire path from origin to destination, to
find the path with the least cost, fewest active sessions, smallest number of hops, etc., and pre-populate the egress
signaling message with a specific route set to inform each receiving device on the next element in sequence.

Conceptually, the Oracle ECB's routing engine is similar to a L3 router's recursive routing engine. Input criteria is
passed in: calling number, called number, "source agent", and "destination agent" (agents are defined later in this

Oracle Enterprise Communications Broker (ECB) Overview
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document), and a set of results returned based on the lookup. Each result is processed recursively until complete, with
each loop building another hop on the route.

Consider the following diagram of a rudimentary network topology.

If the Oracle ECB were to determine that an inbound message should be sent to Agent G (the Oracle ECB's
processing model will be discussed in more detail in section 3 of this document), the routing table would supply
several route paths: A->D->G, B->E->G, B->F->G. The process by which the routing engine arrives at these route
paths can be thought of in reverse; first, the Oracle ECB tries to find the last stop on the signaling message's path - in
this case, Agent G. Next, it tries to resolve how Agent G may be reached. In this example, it finds that G is reachable
via agents D, E, and F. Then it looks up how to reach D, E, and F, and the route table yields Agents A and B. Because
Agents A and B are directly connected (i.e., they require no "middle men" to reach them, unlike Agents C through G),
the Oracle ECB is done building route paths.

Next, each of the resolved route paths is prioritized based on cost. Each connection (route) between agents in the
Oracle ECB's routing table may be assigned a cost that represents the desirability of that link. The Oracle ECB sums
up the total cost for each path before attempting them in order from least cost to highest cost.

Routing and ENUM

The ENUM functionality lets the Oracle ECB make an ENUM query for a SIP request. The ENUM lookup capability
lets the Oracle ECB transform E.164 numbers to URIs during the process of routing (or redirecting) a call. During the
routing of a SIP call, theOracle ECB determines if an ENUM query is required and if so which ENUM server(s) need
to be queried. A successful ENUM query results in a URI that is used to continue routing or redirecting the call.

Refer to the chapters on Agent and Route configuration for instructions on the related fields.

Route Types and Precedence

There are three types of routes used by the Oracle ECB. These include configured, default and implicit. The Oracle
ECB uses these types, in conjunction with route cost, to determine route order. You create both configured and
default routes in your route table. A default route is simply a route configured with wildcards for called number,
calling number, source agent and destination agents. The system installs implicit routes dynamically when there are

Oracle Enterprise Communications Broker (ECB) Overview
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no explicitly configured routes to an agent. The system assumes the agent is to be a directly connected next-hop, and
subsequently relies on the network infrastructure to reach that agent when needed.

The system orders routes by cost first, with the lowest cost being preferred. If costs are equal, the system orders by
type, with the preference given to configured, then implicit and then default. If route cost and type are all equal, the
system orders routes according to hop count, with the lowest number of hops being preferred.

Refer to the chapter on Route configuration for instructions on the related fields.

Packet Processing by the Oracle ECB
The following sections describe processing performed by the Oracle ECB to all traffic that it handles. Understanding
this processing provides insight into configuration and troubleshooting tasks. The diagram below provides visual
context for this processing sequence.

Ingress Processing
When a packet arrives at a Oracle ECB ingress interface, standard link and network layer processing occurs to prepare
the data for processing within the device. Subsequently, the Oracle ECB performs admission and overload control
procedures to ensure it is both appropriate and possible to proceed with further processing. The sections below
describe further processing.

Identifying Source Context

When receiving an inbound SIP message, the Oracle ECB first determines the source context of the calling party.
This allows the Oracle ECB to interpret the dialed digits appropriately.

For example, a user dialing 911 in the United States has different expectations than a user dialing extension 911 in a
European office.

The system performs four steps sequentially to identify the source context. If a step identifies a source context, the
system skips the next steps and provides the information to the dial plan engine for subsequent processing. These
steps include:

1. The system searches the FROM address in the signaling for a source context (SC) parameter. This parameter, if
present, identifies the UA's source context.

2. Next, the system treats the digits received in the userinfo portion of the From header as a universal address and
checks to see if the calling party is in its User database. If there is a match and the user has a source context
configured, the system uses that as the call's source context.

Oracle Enterprise Communications Broker (ECB) Overview
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3. Next, the system looks for a Source Context value in the configuration for the Agent from which the message was
received.

4. Finally, the system uses the default Source Context, as configured in the General settings.

Dial Plan Processing

The dial plan receives the dialed digits and the source context of that signaling message, and uses the rules associated
with the identified context to prepare the universal address from the digits that were dialed. As described in the
section above on the dial plan engine, this may involve stripping routing digits out of the dial sequence, adding
addressing digits into the sequence, or both.

The result of the dial plan processing will yield the universal address that will be passed into the routing engine.

Route Engine Processing

The route engine receives the information from the dial plan lookup and builds a search key based on the calling
number, called number, source agent, and destination agent for that call. As described in the section on Oracle ECB
Routing, it recursively processes each route lookup result to construct full route sets.

Egress Processing
Now that the Oracle ECB has a fully qualified universal address, a route or set of routes to use for processing that
call, it will prepare the universal address to suit the formatting requirements of the destination. It does this by looking
for the Number Translation Mode of the destination agent (not any intermediate agents) and applying the
transformation identified within that agent's configuration.

Lastly, the message is sent on its way based on the most preferred route. If that route fails, the Oracle ECB will try all
subsequent route sets that it learned via the routing engine, in order from least cost to highest cost. This may also
involve re-writing the universal address to suit the new "last hop".

Oracle Enterprise Communications Broker (ECB) Overview
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2
Getting Started with the Oracle ECB GUI

This chapter provides information about the following aspects of the Oracle ECB:

• Browser Support
• GUI Logging in/Logging out
• Service Provisioning Navigation
• GUI Tool Functions

The Web GUI is the primary mode for configuring Oracle ECB services. The Web GUI also includes a Home
Dashboard with which you can configure detailed system and service statistics displays. In contrast, the ACLI is the
mode for setup configuration tasks, described in the Oracle ECB Administrator's Essential Guide. The ACLI may
also be used for accessing some system and service status information. System and service status commands are
described in the Oracle Communications Session Border Controller ACLI Reference Guide.

Note that User procedures includes System File Management and use of the SIP Monitor and Trace tool. Refer to the
Oracle Enterprise Session Border Controller SE/VME Web GUI User Guide for instructions on how to use these
tools.

Browser Support
You can use any of the following Web browsers to access the Web GUI:

• Internet Explorer versions 9.0 and higher
• Mozilla Firefox versions 12.0 and higher
• Google Chrome versions 19.0.1084.46m and higher

Logging in Logging out
This section provides information and procedures for logging into the Web GUI.

User and Administrator Access
You can login to the Web GUI using your Web browser. There are two types of user logins:

• User - Allows viewing (read-only) access to the Web GUI.
• Administrator - Allows Superuser access to the Web GUI.
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For specific rules that apply to the User and Administrator when using the Configuration, SIP Monitor and Trace, and
System tabs, see the respective chapters in the Oracle Enterprise Session Border Controller SE/VME Web GUI User
Guide.

Simultaneous Logins
The Web GUI allows simultaneous logins for both the User and Administrator. However, session availability to the
User and Admin is dependant on which type of user is logged into the session. The following illustration shows a
scenario of a User and an Administrator logged into a Web GUI session.

Up to five people can log into the same session (same IP address) at the same time. However, only one Administrator
at a time can have full control of a simultaneous session. If more than five users attempt to log in, the following error
message displays:

User limit reached. Please try again later.

Radius Server in the Network
The Web interface supports authentication functionality similar to a user logging in via TELNET, Secure Shell
(SSH), and SSH File Transfer Protocol (SFTP).

The Web GUI supports RADIUS authentication. The following table indicates the functions available to the
Administrator and User levels.

IF THEN

RADIUS server is
configured as
userclass=admin

Administrator has full access to all features and functions after logging into the GUI.

RADIUS server is
configured as
userclass=user

User has the following limited acess to the features and functions after logging into the
GUI:

Full access to all SIP Monitor and Trace features and functions

Can download the following files in System File Management:

• Local route table (LRT)
• SPL Plug-in (SPL)
• Backup configuration
• SIP Trunk Xpress bootstrap
• Playback media
• Log

Getting Started with the Oracle ECB GUI
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IF THEN

Note: A user with User privilege cannot upload files in System File Management.

Logging In
To login to the GUI:

1. On your PC, open an Internet Browser.
2. Start the GUI by using either the HTTP or HTTPS login:

http://<Server IP address>
https://<Server IP address>

3. Enter your GUI username and password. The default username for the User level is “user” and the default
password is “acme.” The default username for an Administrator level is “admin”, and the default password is
"packet". If you changed a default password, use that one.

To change passwords, you use the secret command from the ACLI to change the login password for user and/or
the config password for admin.

For more information about setting passwords, see the Oracle Enterprise Session Border Controller Configuration
Guide.

If RADIUS is enabled on the Oracle ECB, the Oracle ECB performs authentication similar to how it behaves with
TELNET/SSH sessions.

4. Click <Login>.

Note: If there is another user session configuring this device, the system displays a dialog allowing you to
override that session.

If there is no other configuration session or you decide to override the other session, the GUI opens as shown
below.
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Note the tabs displayed across the top of the dialog. The table below describes the controls behind each tab.

Tab Description

Home Opens the dashboard, which presents a configurable display of system statistics.

Configuration Allows you to configure your Oracle ECB.

Monitor and Trace Allows you to use data collected by the Monitor and Trace tool.

For information about using the Monitor and Trace tool, see the Oracle Enterprise
Session Border Controller SE/VME Web GUI User Guide.

You enable configure Monitor and Tracing and set filters from the ACLI. For
information about configuring the Monitor and Trace tool, see the Oracle Enterprise
Session Border Controller Configuration Guide.

System Allows you to:

• Manage the system files on the Oracle ECB. Using this feature, you can manage
specific system files, backup the Oracle ECB configuration, and view log files for
troubleshooting purposes.

• Reboot your Oracle ECB.

5. Click on the applicable tab to perform configuration, use monitoring and tracing or to manage the Oracle ECB
system files.
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Logging Out
To logout of the GUI, click Logout in the upper right corner of the page. The system logs you out and returns to the
login dialog.

Service Provisioning
After the Oracle ECB is operational, network architects and communications service provisioning technicians specify
call services using the controls available from the Service Provisioning icons. These controls, available from the
Configuration tab, are defined in this section.

In contrast, System Administration controls, also available from the Configuration tab, specify how to manage the
system itself and are documented in the Oracle ECB System Administrator's Essentials Guide.

Configuration Icons
The table below provides high-level descriptions of the Oracle ECB’s Service Provisioning controls.

Icon Description

Dial Plan - Add multiple dialing-contexts and dial-patterns.

Dialing-contexts define the system behavior for calls placed to and from
either a corporate of geographic focus.

Dialing-contexts include multiple dial-patterns, which define the
normalization required to most effectively manage diverse signaling
structures.

Agents - Add agents.

An agent is usually a SIP-aware device that serves as a transit target and/or
source for signaling managed by the Oracle ECB. Agents are often specified
as next-hops for the purposes of routing.

Indirect agents, Oracle ECB route termination points that require further
routing to reach an endstation are also configured here.

In addition, configuration used to access ENUM servers is performed here.

Users - Add user and other key phone numbers associated with the
enterprise. The user database serves as a directory for phone numbers that
are key to the enterprise and need communications services.

This database can specify each entry’s source context, which can provide a
starting point for processing the logic behind a user’s call treatment. It also
can specify each user’s home agent, providing a physical location for
routing user’s calls.

Routing - Add service routes.

Route-entries specify paths for signaling traffic, allowing you to specify
policy and cost for traffic based on source and/or destination.
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GUI Tool Functions
The GUI provides global tools that enhance your user interface experience in the GUI. These tools apply to the entire
GUI interface. There are also GUI tools that apply to specific functions within each tab.

This section provides a description of each global tool and each tab-specific GUI tool:

Global Tools

• About Link
• Help Link
• Customizing the Page Display
• Configuration Tools

Global Tools
The following paragraphs describe the tools you can use to enhance your Web GUI experience. These tools apply to
all configuration elements.

Help Link

The Help link in the Web GUI has three types of help methods:

• Screen Help - Quick pointers that indicate specific tasks you can perform.
• Help Topics - Menu of elements that provide more specific help about the Web GUI.
• About - Software and platform version and related information.

Screen Help

Screen Help provides an overlay on the current screen with pointers that indicate specific tasks you can perform.
When you select Help->Screen Help in the upper right corner of the page, an overlay displays with screen pointers to
specific areas of the blurred-out screen. Clicking anywhere on the screen closes this help method.

You can display screen help on the main screens for each tab (Configuration tab, Monitor and Trace tab, and System
tab).

To display Screen Help:

1. Click on the Help link to display the drop-down menu.
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2. Select Screen Help from the menu. An overlay displays on the screen with help pointers to tasks you can perform.
The following illustrations show the screen help for each tab. If a User is logged into a session as view-only, some
of the screen help pointers are not applicable.

Help Topics

The Web GUI provides more detailed online help for the Configuration tab, Monitor and Trace tab, and System tab if
required. You can select Help->Help Topics to display a menu of help topics you can click on to get more information
about a topic. You can access help from any page in the Web GUI.

To display Help:

1. From any page in the Web GUI, click the Help link in the upper right corner on the page.

A new tab opens in your browser that contains a menu that provides help for the various aspects of your device.
2. Close the tab by clicking the x in the upper right corner of the tab. Or drag the tab away from the browser to keep

it open in a separate window while you continue to work in the Web GUI.

About Link

You can display information about the software and licenses currently loaded on your system. The About link allows
you to display the current version of software, as well as the licenses associated with the software. This About link is
located in the upper right corner of any page in the Web GUI.

To display the About information:

1. From any page in the Web GUI, open the Help menu in the upper right corner on the page and click the About
link.

The system displays Information similar to the below.
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This box displays the following about the system you are currently logged into:

• Platform type
• Software version number
• Legal notices
• Copyright information
• Open Source Mailing Address
• Trademark recognition
• Licensing information

2. Click <Close> to close the About box.

Customizing the Page Display

You can customize the data presented on the pages in the Web GUI by changing whether or not specific columns
display and how they display. You can also sort the order of item entries. Customizing the page display is available
throughout the Web GUI.

To customize the page display within any report:

1. Position the cursor over a column heading. A pointer displays on the right hand side of the box. For example:

2. Click the down arrow to display the menu. For example:

3. Click Sort Ascending to sort the data in the table in ascending order.
4. Click Sort Descending to sort the data in the table in descending order.
5. Click Columns to access and customize a list of column names. For example:

6. Place a checkmark in the box to display that heading/column in the window. Remove the checkmark to hide the
heading/column in the window.

Group by Field

The Group by This Field option is available from the System tab only.

When on the System tab, the Group by This Field option displays in the column drop-down box.
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This option allows you to group items on a page according to the column heading you select.

Configuration Tools
The Web GUI provides specific tools within the Configuration tab that you use to configure the Oracle ECB. The
following paragraphs describe these tools.

Web GUI configuration on the Oracle ECB is simple and consistent. Users familiar with GUIs will need little or no
instruction on the intuitive and familiar controls, which include buttons, navigation links, text fields and drop-down
lists.

Oracle ECB configuration on the Oracle ECB follows the same principle as you find on most devices with a GUI
configuration tool. The configuration that resides on the Web GUI is not the same as the configuration on the device
itself. Rather the Web GUI is a container for configuration changes you intend to make on the Oracle ECB. You
invoke a two-step process, including Save and Activate, to transfer and your configuration changes to the Oracle ECB
and then make them operational.

GUI Configuration Navigation
The Web GUI provides controls to navigate from one dialog to another. You, however, need to manage your
configuration changes by understanding the effect of the various links that control navigation.

When saving changes, it is important for you to be able to distinguish where you are saving changes. The OK button
transfers changes to the system. But only the Save link applies to changes on your device. Save and Activate are
explained further within this chapter.

The table below explains each link's functionality.

Link Effect

Home Return to the Reporting Dashboard Home. If you have made changes to any fields on this
dialog, the system provides you with a dialog box allowing you to apply (save) locally or
discard changes.
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Link Effect

Save Initiates Save/Activate process to your device.

Discard Discards all changes made on this dialog. The system provides a confirmation dialog allowing
you to confirm or cancel this discard. Discarding from the Home Configuration menu discards
ALL changes made to ALL dialogs during this session.

OK Accepts all changes made on this dialog, transfers them to the device, and returns you to the
previous screen.

Back Return to the previous screen. If you have made changes to any fields on this dialog, the
system provides you with a dialog box allowing you to save locally or discard these changes.

Configuration
Home

Return to the Configuration Home screen. If you have made changes to any fields on this
dialog, the system provides you with a dialog box allowing you to apply (save) locally or
discard changes.

GUI Configuration Editing Controls
The web GUI provides you with object editing controls that are dependent on the current dialog. A dialog showing a
list of objects includes the standard toolbar shown in the diagram below. You highlight an object to edit, copy or
delete it, or you click Add to create a new object.

You make the configuration changes themselves by typing your entries into text fields or selecting existing objects
from drop-down menus.

Uploading and Downloading Dial Plan, User and Route Files
The Oracle ECB allows you to upload and download elements of your configuration that are more easily managed
separately from the overall system configuration. This information includes:

• Dial Plans
• Dial Patterns
• User Database Entries
• Route Database Entries

Note: You upload and/or download the files described in this section separately from the files managed from
the System tab. Refer to the Oracle Enterprise Session Border Controller SE/VME Web GUI User Guide for
instructions on how to manage these files.

The configuration dialogs for the list above includes buttons from which you invoke uploads and downloads.
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The procedure for executing upload/download is trivial. For example, clicking the Upload button produces an Upload
file dialog, which includes a Browse button. When you click Browse, the system opens a browse dialog, from which
you can select the correct file and upload.

Configuration CSV Files

CSV is a text format file supported by spreadsheet-type applications. You can import a CSV file to the Oracle ECB
that contains its configuration, or you can export the current configuration on the Oracle ECB to the CSV file. In
addition, you can upload parts of your Oracle ECB configuration separately, such as users, dial plans and routes.

The CSV file format is a text-based format where each "row" is defined on its own line. The items in "columns" are
then separated by commas. If an entry contains a comma, enclose it in quotes to prevent it from being treated as a
separator.

You can create CSV configuration files from scratch, if desired. A common use of this is uploading large numbers of
users. CSV configuration files must be formatted correctly for the system to use them. Rules surrounding the creation
of CSV configuration files include:

• Empty lines are ignored.
• The first non-empty line must be the keyword “object:”, followed by the configuration object name that is being

configured (shown below as “sip-interface”).

object:sip-interface
• The second non-empty line must be the parameter names of the object(s) to be configured, each parameter name

in its own column. This row defines the “labels” for each column for the subsequent rows. Only the attributes you
want defined need to be present. You can specify the parameter names in any order, but the data in subsequent
rows must be consistent with the “labels” that you define in this row.

state,realm-id,description
• The third non-empty rows define instances (values) for the configuration object, each instance in its own column.

In the following example, the third line defines a new sip-interface with state “enabled”, realm-id “public”, and
description “public SIP interface”. These values are based on the “labels” defined in the second row.

enabled,public,public SIP interface
• On all subsequent rows, you can define any number of instances.
• The next row with an “object” keyword selects a new configuration object that is based on the previous object.

You continue to input the data for this object according to the rules stated above. The following example shows a
“sip-port” object added that is related to the sip-interface object.

object:sip-port
address,port,transport-protocol
192.168.1.1,5060,UDP
192.168.1.1,5061,TCP

• In the example above, “sip-port” is a sub-object of “sip-interface” and would create new sip-ports off of the last
sip-interface instance (of realm-id “public”).

To create a CSV file that contains system configuration, follow the procedure below.
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1. Open an application that supports a CSV file.
2. In the first row, first column, enter “object:” followed by a configuration object you want to import.object:sip-

interface
3. In the second row, and each in its own column, enter the parameter names of the objects to be configured.

state,realm-id,descriptionstate,realm-id,description
4. In the third row, and each in its own column, enter the instances (values) for the configuration

objects.enabled,public,public SIP interface
5. In subsequent rows, define additional instances (values) if required.
6. In the next empty row, first column, enter another object if required, related to the first object (sip-

interface).object:sip-port
7. Repeat steps 3 through 5 for this object. The following is an example of a CSV file containing the “sip-interface”

and “sip-port” objects
8. Save the file as a .CSV.
9. Upload the configuration file using the upload button from the applicable dialog. (Upload a CSV of users from the

User database.)

Caveats surrounding the creation of CSV configurations include:

• Files are read/written to the volatile directory of the file system on the system. For the Acme Packet 4500, this is
the “/ramdrv/” directory. For the appliance and virtual machines, it is the “/var/” directory.

• Import and export occurs to/from the editing configuration.
• All error messages are printed to the screen (where the command was issued). Line numbers are provided with the

error when possible.
• Objects and attributes cannot be set to instances (values) that are not allowed. For instance, you cannot set an IP

address to "enabled". Parsing continues normally after this error.
• If an object cannot be written (i.e. key field is missing), then that object is discarded and parsing continues as

normal.
• The import is additive. Each object that is imported is expected to be new to the configuration. If there is already

an object with the same key present, it generates an error 409 and is discarded. Parsing continues as normal after
the error.

Oracle ECB Configuration
Once you have finished making desired changes on the Web GUI, you are able to apply and use those changes on the
Oracle ECB using a two-step process, as follows:

Save - The new configuration changes are transferred to the Oracle ECB, but are not yet operational.

Activate - The new configuration changes are operational on the Oracle ECB.

Save and Activate

The Web GUI can retain your configuration changes until you send them to your device or discard them from the
GUI. Configuration dialogs include an "OK" button that sends your changes to the device.

Bear in mind that you must also Save, then Activate your changes before your device actually uses your changes. The
Save link, appearing as a disc icon towards the top left corner of each Web GUI page, initiates configuration Save and
Activate procedures to your system.

When you click Save, the Web GUI either saves the configuration to your device or prevents you from saving invalid
data. The system highlights any fields containing invalid data, allowing you to easily find and correct the mistake.
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After the save is complete, the Web GUI provides you with a dialog box asking you if you wish to activate this
configuration.

You are able to perform the save without activation, if desired. This would be common for configuration changes that
need to be activated within a preferred window to avoid any service disruption.

The dialog above defaults to “No”, which leaves your changes saved to your system, but not activated. Select No if
you want to activate your configuration at a later time. Select Yes to activate. The Web GUI provides a final message
box indicating success when it is finished.

The Web GUI also checks your configuration for errors, indicating when it finds them prior to activation. When it
discovers configuration errors, the system displays the following dialog.

The system displays configuration errors in a list at the bottom of the Web GUI. You can hide and size this error list,
an example of which is displayed below.

Tool-Tips
A tool-tip is a brief description of a specific field on the configuration screens in the Web GUI. You can scroll over a
field and display quick information about that field in a temporary pop-up box.

To view a tool-tip description from any configuration screen, scroll the mouse over the field title. A box displays
allowing you to view a brief description about the field.

To close the tool-tip, scroll off of the field. Or click at another location within the page.

Statistics Dashboard
TheOracle ECB displays System and Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) statistics on the Home tab in the Oracle ECB
Web GUI. This dashboard is customizable, providing multiple display types of a wide range of statistics related to
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your device. You create displays, including charts, graphs and line displays of statistics that you choose. You then
layout your Home page as a fully customized dashboard. This section explains how to use this Home Statistics
Dashboard.

After logging into the Oracle ECB Web GUI, a Home page displays showing various tables and charts, including:

• Table listing Current Memory Usage
• Pie graph of Current Memory Usage

This page is called the “Dashboard” in the Web GUI. Each of the tables is called a widget that contains specific
statistics about the Oracle ECB. You can customize the Dashboard by adding, deleting, and moving specific widgets.
You can also refresh the statistics on the Dashboard, or return (reset) the Dashboard back to its default table display as
shown above.

Note: You must have a valid SIP configuration on your Oracle ECB to display the statistics on the Dashbord.
The Oracle ECB collects only SIP data (sipd) for these widgets, including the CPU and memory widgets.

The following table describes the buttons you can use on the Dashboard page to customize your display.

Dashboard Buttons

Buttons Description

Updates all of the statistics in the widgets that currently display on the Dashboard.

Displays a list of all widgets from which you can select to add to the Dashboard.

Resets the Dashboard to display the default widgets of:

SIP Media Flow line graph

Current Memory Usage table list

Current Memory Usage pie graph

All other previous widgets are removed from the Dashboard.

Displays the widget groups and subgroups. This portal allows you to display the statistics for
a widget in either table or graph presentation. After selecting a widget for display, you can
also perform the following for that widget:

Refresh widget statistics

Change widget settings
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Buttons Description

Export widget statistics to a .csv file

Add a widget to the Dashboard

Display help for that widget

Instructions on the Stats portal is provided below.

Types of Widgets
As stated, you customize your Dashboard to display statistics that you need on a day-to-day basis. Once you
customize your Dashboard, the display is saved, even after you log out of the Web GUI.

Statistics displays are referred to as Widgets. The following table defines the widgets that you can add to your
Dashboard.

Widget Description

SIP All Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) widgets

Message All message widgets

Requests per Sec Requests per sec widgets are:

Line graph - Shows the number of ingress/egress Requests per second, during a specific
period of time.

Table - Lists the number of ingress/egress Requests per second, during a specific period of
time.

Response Response widgets are:

Bar graph - Shows the number of ingress/egress Responses per second.

Pie graph - Shows the number of ingress/egress Responses per second.

Table - Lists the number of ingress/egress Responses per second, during a specific period of
time.

Session All Session widgets

ASR Access Service Request (ASR) widgets are:

Line graph - Shows percentage of answered calls with respect to the total calls attempted
during a period of time.

Table - Lists percentage of answered calls with respect to the total calls attempted during a
period of time.

Duration Duration widgets are:

Bar graph - Shows the total number of sessions and the session durations.

Table - Lists the total number of sessions and the session durations.

Established Established widgets are:

Line graph - Shows the number of established sessions during a specific time period.

Table - Lists the number of established sessions during a specific period of time.

System

CPU Usage CPU widgets are:
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Widget Description

Line graph - Displays 5 to 10 tasks with the highest CPU usage in percent, during a specific
period of time.

Table - Lists 5 to 10 tasks with the highest CPU usage in percent, during a specific period of
time.

Current Memory Current memory widgets are:

Pie graph - Displays current percentage of free and allocated memory.

Table - Lists current percentage of free and allocated memory.

Historical Memory Historical memory widgets are:

Line graph - Line graph displays the kilobytes of free and allocated memory over a period
of time.

Table - Lists the kilobytes and percentage of free and allocated memory over a period of
time.

Dashboard Widgets
By default, the dashboard displays widgets applicable to the Oracle ECB.

Each widget on your Dashboard provides tools in the upper right corner of the widget that allow you to perform
specific tasks.

The following table provides a description of each tool in the Dashboard widget.

Tool Description

Refresh - Allows you to update all of the statistics that currently display in this widget.

Settings - Allows you to configure specific settings that affect the display of the widget. Settings include:

Table Name
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Tool Description

Auto-Refresh Interval

Note: The Table Name setting is applicable to specific widgets only.

Export - Allows you to export the data from the current widget to a .csv file. The data in the .csv file
displays in table format.

Remove - Allows you to remove the widget from the Dashboard.

Enlarge - Allows you to enlarge the widget on the screen and place it on top.

Help - Displays a short description of the current widget.

Minimize - Allows you to minimize the widget in the Dashboard.

Maximize - Allows you to maximize the widget in the Dashboard.

Adding and Moving Widgets
You can add an unlimited number of widgets to the Dashboard. As you add widgets, the new widgets are added to the
first vertical column. When the first column reaches its maximum potential, the widgets are added to the vertical
second column. When the second column reaches its maximum potential, the widgets are added to the third column,
and so on.

As the widget fills a column, a scroll bar appears on the right of the Dashboard to allow scrolling up and down to
view the widgets in that column. When additional columns are required for widgets, a scroll bar appears at the bottom
of the Dashboard that allows you to scroll right and left to view the columns of widgets.

You can move a widget from one location in the dashboard to another (up/down or right/left) by dragging and
dropping it within the columns.

To add a widget to the Dashboard:

1. From the Dashboard, click <Add widget>.
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The following pop-up displays.

This page shows the groups and subgroups presented as a menu tree. If you select a group or subgroup, the
widgets display in the right column.

2. In the menu tree, select a SIP or System group or select a subgroup.
3. Select a widget from the subgroup, or click on a widget that displays in the right column.
4. Click Add to add that widget to the Dashboard. The list of widgets remains displayed so you can add other

widgets if required.
5. Click <Close> to close the list of widgets. The Dashboard displays the widgets you just added.

Note: You can click <Reset> if required, to set your Dashboard back to its default widgets.
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Accessing the Stats Portal
You can access the Stats Portal to display the SIP and System groups and subgroups presented as a menu tree. This
portal allows you to display the statistics for a widget in either table or graph full-screen presentation.

To access the Stats Portal:

1. In the upper right corner of the Dashboard, click Stats Portal. The following displays.

This page shows the groups and subgroups presented as a menu tree. If you select a group or subgroup, the
widgets display in the right column.

2. In the menu tree, select a SIP or System group or select a subgroup.
3. Select a widget from the subgroup, or click on a widget that displays in the right column. The widget you select

displays as a full-screen presentation.
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The widgets that display in the Stats Portal provide specific tasks you can perform with the statistics in each
widget.

The following table provides a description of each tool in the Stats Portal widget.

Tool Description

Refresh - Allows you to update all of the statistics that currently display in this widget.

Settings - Allows you to configure specific settings that affect the display of the widget. Settings
include:

Table Name

Auto-Refresh Interval

Note: The Table Name setting is applicable to specific widgets only.

Export - Allows you to export the data from the current widget to a .csv file. The data in the .csv file
displays in table format.

Add - Allows you to add the current widget to the Dashboard. After clicking this tool, the message
Successfully added to Dashboard displays.

Help - Displays a short description of the current widget.
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3
Agent Configuration

An agent defines a signaling endpoint. It is a next hop signaling entity that applies traffic shaping attributes to flows.
For each agent, concurrent session capacity and rate attributes can be defined. The Oracle ECB can provide load
balancing across the defined agents. Agents can include the following:

• Softswitches
• SIP proxies
• Application servers
• SIP gateways
• Indirect Agents

Why You Need Agents
You can use agents to define hops the Oracle ECB can use in a signaling path. You can also use them to define and
identify preferred carriers. This set of carriers is matched against the local policy for requests coming from the agent.
You can also set traffic constraints against specific hops via agent configuration.

In addition to functioning as a logical next hop for a signaling message, agents can provide information regarding
next hops or previous hops for SIP packets, including providing a list of equivalent next hops.

How to Use Agents
Consider agents as next-hops within routing paths. Before configuring an agent, map out your session network and
identify all potential agents. Each agent should be seen as a best hop based on its location, adjacencies and path costs.
Redundant paths are also configurable using agents, allowing manual cost configurations for what may otherwise be
equal cost paths.

In addition, consider the users for which each agent is a first hop. Home agent configuration provides an method of
defining routing and policy configuration for groups of users. Agents also provide a mechanism for defining source
context for groups of users.

In some cases, specific addressing is not available or needed to access signaling endpoints. It may be that routing to a
target domain is preferable to routing to a specific agent. In these cases, you can configure an agent using, for
example, only the target domain name rather than a specific endpoint. When doing this, you assume that the domain
itself is able to route to any further hops needed to reach the UA and that the same policies must be utilized from all
traffic from that domain.
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Agent Configuration
To configure agent entries, click the Agents icon from Home screen. The system displays the Agents list dialog. Click
the Add link to display the Add Agent settings dialog.

The table below describes the fields available from this dialog.

Field Name Description

Hostname Enter the name of the host associated with the agent in either hostname or FQDN format, or
as an IP address.

If you enter the host name as an IP address, you do not have to enter an IP address in the
optional IP address parameter. If you enter the host name in FQDN format, and you want to
specify an IP address, enter it in the optional IP address parameter. Otherwise you can leave
the IP address parameter blank to allow a DNS query to resolve the host name.

If the initial DNS query for the agent fails to get back any addresses, the agent is put out-of-
service. When agent is pinged, the DNS query is repeated. The ping message is not sent until
the DNS query gets back one or more IP addresses. After the query receives some addresses,
the ping message is sent. The agent remains out of service until one of the addresses
responds.

The value you enter here must be unique to this agent. No two agents can have the same
hostname. This field cannot be blank and the name cannot include blank spaces

IP Address Enter the IP address for the hostname you entered in FQDN format if you want to specify the
IP address. Otherwise, you can leave this parameter blank to allow a DNS query to resolve
the host name. (Optional)

IP Port Enter the number of the port associated with this agent. Available values include:

• zero (0)—If you enter zero (0), the Oracle ECB will not initiate communication with this
agent (although it will accept calls).

• 1025 through 65535
• The default value is 5060.

If the transport method value is TCP, the Oracle ECB will initiate communication on that
port of the agent.

Transport Protocol Select the transport mode for connections to this agent. Valid values are:
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Field Name Description

• UDP - Default
• UDP+TCP
• Dynamic TCP
• Static TCP
• Dynamic TLS
• Static TLS
• DTLS
• TLS + DTLS
• Static SCTP

Description Enter any descriptive text you find helpful in identifying this context.

Source Context Select or Enter the name of the context within which this agent resides.

This is the context the system uses when it receives call from this agent and when the origin
context parameter and user database have not provided this information.

Number Translation
Mode

Select the translation mode required by this agent. These modes define how to set the
request-URI to accommodate this agent when it is the last hop in a signaling path.

Valid values are:

• E164 - Default. The agent can accept numbers in E164 format.
• E164-no-plus - The agent uses numbers in E164 format with the exception of the plus

sign.
• no-country-code - The agent cannot use a country code.
• pattern-only - The agent cannot use any string that varies from the configured pattern.
• n-digit-dialing - The agent requires the specified number of digits.

Number of digits for
n digit dialing

If you selected n-digit-dialing as Number Translation Mode for this agent, use this field to
specify how many digits the Oracle ECB must send to this agent.

Prepend Prefix Specify a prefix the Oracle ECB must send to this agent. An example of such a prefix is the
digit 9, which may be required to allow outbound traffic.

Inbound header
manipulation

Select header manipulation rule, previously created, that applies to the specified SIP
messaging received by this agent.

Outbound header
manipulation

Select header manipulation rule, previously created, that applies to the specified SIP
messaging sent by this agent.

Header manipulation is a powerful tool that allows the user to change the content and/or structure of SIP signaling
messages. Header manipulation is one of the key tools you use to integrate diverse SIP signaling elements in
heterogenous session networks. Typically, users create header manipulation on the Oracle ECB, or another device,
and apply then to agent configurations via the dialog above.

Creating header manipulation rules is a complex process requiring expertise in SIP signaling and, often, regular
expressions. Header manipulation creation is covered in the Oracle Enterprise Session Border Controller
Configuration Guide.

Click the "Advanced" arrow to display and configure the advanced fields described in the table below.

Field Name Description

SPL Options Controls allowing you to add, edit or delete an SPL against this agent.

Enable Options Ping Check this checkbox to enable the use of options pings to determine the status of this agent.
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Field Name Description

Options Ping Interval Specify the amount of time in seconds between options pings status checks to this agent. The
interval ranges from 0-4294967295

Trunk Group Specify the name of the trunk group that you must use to reach this agent.

Click the "Constraints" arrow to display and configure the fields described in the table below.

Field Name Description

Enable Constraints Check this checkbox to enable the use of constraints on this agent.

Maximum sessions Enter the maximum sessions allowed for this constraint. Rates range from
0-999999999.

Maximum inbound
sessions

Enter the maximum number of inbound sessions allowed from this session agent. Rates
range from 0-999999999.

Maximum outbound
sessions

Enter the maximum outbound sessions allowed for this constraint. Rates range from
0-999999999.

Maximum burst rate Enter the maximum number of invites allowed in a burst window. Rates range from
0-999999999.

Maximum inbound burst
rate

Enter the maximum inbound burst rate in INVITEs per second from this session agent.
Rates range from 0-999999999.

Maximum outbound burst
rate

Enter the maximum outbound burst rate in INVITEs per second from this session agent.
Rates range from 0-999999999.

Maximum sustain rate Enter the maximum rate of session invitations allowed within the current window for
this constraint. Rates range from 0-999999999.

Maximum inbound
sustain rate

Enter the maximum inbound sustain rate (of session invitations allowed within the
current window) for this constraint. Rates range from 0-999999999.

Maximum outbound
sustain rate

Enter the maximum outbound sustain rate (of session invitations allowed within the
current window) for this constraint. Rates range from 0-999999999.

Burst rate window size Enter the burst window period in seconds used to measure the burst rate. The term
“window” refers to the period of time over which the burst rate is computed. The size
ranges from 0-999999999.

Sustain rate window size Enter the sustained window period in seconds used to measure the sustained rate. The
term “window” refers to the period of time over which the sustained rate is computed.
The size ranges from 0-999999999.

ENUM Configuration
You can create ENUM server configurations on the Oracle ECB and use them as a means of resolving SIP URIs
presented to the Oracle ECBwithin a call. An ENUM server configuration points to one or more ENUM servers from
which the Oracle ECB can request resolutions. Configuring with multiple servers provides redundancy to the
operation should a given server fail to respond or provide a resolution.

ENUM server configurations roughly equate to Agent configuration, including number translation settings for the
strings returned by the ENUM infrastructure. They also include configurations supporting the interaction with the
servers themselves.

Clicking the Agent icon displays the Agent list. You click the ENUM server link to display the ENUM server
configuration list. From this list, click the Add link to display the Add ENUM settings dialog.
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The table below describes ENUM configuration fields.

Field Name Description

Name Enter a string that uniquely identifies this ENUM configuration. You use this name in other
areas of the Oracle ECB configuration to refer to this ENUM configuration. For example, in
route configuration.

Top-Level
Domain

Enter the domain extension to be used when querying the ENUM servers for this configuration.
For example, e164.arpa. The query name is a concatenation of the number and the domain.

Servers Enter the list of ENUM servers (an ENUM server and corresponding redundant servers) to be
queried. Separate each server address with a space and enclose list within parentheses.

The first server on this list is the first one to be queried. If the query times out (including
retransmissions) without getting a response, the next server on the list is queried and so on.

Number
Translation
Mode

Select the translation mode required by this agent. These modes define how to format the
ENUM request to accommodate the specific ENUM server.

Valid values are:

• E164 - Default. The server can accept numbers in E164 format.
• E164-no-plus - The server uses numbers in E164 format with the exception of the plus sign.
• no-country-code - The server cannot use a country code.
• pattern-only - The server cannot use any string that varies from the configured pattern.
• n-digit-dialing - The server requires the specified number of digits.

Number of Digits
for n-digit
dialong

If you selected n-digit-dialing as Number Translation Mode for this agent, use this field to
specify how many digits the Oracle ECB must send to this agent.

Prepend prefix Specify a prefix the Oracle ECB must send to this agent. An example of such a prefix is the digit
9, which may be required to allow outbound traffic.

click the "Advanced" arrow to display and configure the advanced fields described in the table below.

Field Name Description

Query Method Set the strategy the Oracle ECB uses to contact ENUM servers. Valid values are:
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Field Name Description

hunt—Directs all ENUM queries toward the first configured ENUM server. If the first server is
unreachable, the Oracle ECB directs all ENUM queries toward the next configured ENUM server,
and so o.n

round-robin—Cycles all ENUM queries, sequentially, among all configured in-service ENUM
servers. Query 1 will be directed to server 1, query 2 will be directed to server 2, query 3 will be
directed to server 3.

Timeout Enter the total time in seconds that should elapse before a query sent to a server (and its
retransmissions) will timeout. If the first query times out, the next server is queried and the same
timeout is applied. This process continues until all the servers in the list have timed out or until one
of the servers responds.

Lookup
Length

Specify the length of the ENUM query, starting from the most significant digit. The default is 0.
The valid range is 1 to 255.

Max response
size

Enter the maximum size in bytes for UDP datagrams in DNS NAPTR responses. This parameter
takes values from 512 (default) to 65535. Although the maximum value you can set is 65535,
Oracle recommends configuring values that do not exceed 4096 bytes.

Health query
number

Set this parameter to a standard ENUM NAPTR query that will consistently return a positive
response from the ENUM server.

Health query
interval

Set this parameter to the number of seconds to perpetually probe ENUM servers for health.

ENUM options ENUM Options settings are special processing routines designed to support problematic
interactions or ENUM infrastructures. These are provided in the E-SBC documentation.
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4
Dial Plans

To configure dial plans, click the Dial Plan icon from Home screen. The dialog below shows the Oracle ECB
configured with it’s two default dialing context parents. These include:

• Corporate - An enterprises’ grouping of users, all of whom share dialing patterns. A good example of a corporate
dialing-context is a branch office.

• Geographic - Pre-defined set of contexts for every geographic location in the world.

Configure your contexts hierarchically. When identifying a dial-string, the Oracle ECB refers to the most specific
context from which it received the signaling, but searches for dial-pattern matches in parent contexts if no match is
found in the child.

As you configure dial-patterns for each context, bear in mind that the Oracle ECB always uses the most specific
match it can find when performing dial-pattern matches. This provides you with a powerful means of refining how
you want the system to handle dial patterns that takes all potential patterns into account.

Dialing Context Fields
Context dialing rule configuration includes the specification of applicable:

• Prefixes, including:
• - Access codes
• - Tie line digit sequences
• Services, such as 411 and 911 services
• Dialing Ranges
• Dialing Range exceptions (gaps in dialing ranges)

By configuring contexts, you allow the Oracle ECB to extrapolate and present universal strings to the routing engine
upon ingress, as well as create target URIs for egress based on these rules.
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To configure a dialing context, select the parent context (Corporate, for example) and click the Add link. The Oracle
ECB displays the dialing context fields and a table for dial-patterns.

The table below describes the fields available on this dialog.

Field Description

Name Enter the name you use to reference each specific dial plan within other facets of
configuration. This field cannot be blank and the name cannot include blank spaces.

Geographic location Select or Enter a geographic parent to use for pattern matching should there be no pattern
match in this context’s dial-patterns.

This provides the Oracle ECB with an additional means of serving a call.

Description Enter any descriptive text you find helpful in identifying this context.

Country Code Enter the E.164 country code for the country in which this context resides.

Outside Line Prefix Enter the digit(s) used to access an outside (Commercial/Service Provider) line from the
Enterprises’ PBX serving this context.

When finished, click the OK button to save your changes within the Web GUI.

Dial-Pattern Fields
Having configured a dialing-context, you should next configure one or more dial-patterns for your dialing-context. To
create a new dial-pattern, click the Add command within the dial-pattern table. The Oracle ECB displays the dialing-
context / dial-pattern dialog.

A dial pattern defines the prefix and pattern that the Oracle ECB receives and defines the transformation the system
performs. The table below describes the fields in the dialog-pattern dialog.

Field Description

Prefix Enter the dialing prefix to which this pattern matches.

Pattern Enter the pattern or digits subsequent to the prefix to which this dial-pattern matches.

Country Code Code specifying the country code for the context within which this dial pattern resides.

Replacement Prefix Enter the prefix the Oracle ECB uses to replace the prefix in the original signaling. The
system retains the dial pattern.

Replacement URI Enter the URI, often a service URN, that the system uses to replace the entire request-URI.

Go to context Select or Enter a target context for special case routing for the given context.
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Field Description

Normally configured along with a prefix only, the system sends any signaling that matches
the prefix to the specified context.

The Oracle ECB performs the same dial-pattern match processing at the specified context.

Home Agent Select or Enter the name of the target home agent.

When finished, click the OK button to save your changes within the Web GUI.

Only one transformation type is valid for any given prefix/pattern match. The system presents an error if you try to
configure multiple transformation types. Transformation types include either replacement prefix, replacement URI,
and Go to context. The table below shows three examples of patterns, the transformation types, and the results of the
transformation.

prefix/pattern Transformation type Result

8 - xxxx Replacement prefix Replace with configured digits, which in this case are suitable for an
outside line.

911 Replacement URI Insert the configured service URN for emergency services.

*123 Go to context Present the prefix/pattern to another context. Matching occurs based on the
target context's configured dial patterns.

Home agent configuration is valid when used in conjunction with replacement prefix, not with Replacement URI or
Go to context.

Overlapping dial-pattern matches that are within the same context and do not result in the same target number are
configuration errors. These errors produce an ambiguity that the system cannot resolve, so it does not forward the
message. The user must configure patterns, especially those that use encoding characters, very carefully to avoid
ambiguities that the system cannot resolve.

If overlapping patterns result in the same target number, the system forwards to that number without error. If there are
overlapping patterns in different contexts, the system chooses the most specific context as a match. Child contexts are
more specific than parent contexts. When configuring dial-patterns, however, it is preferable to keep them unique,
even across contexts.

Dial Pattern Encoding Characters
Use the characters referenced below to encode patterns that allow multiple matches for a given dial pattern.

Character Description

Brackets [] Use brackets to enclose digit ranges you need to express for a pattern.

Pattern 8[1-20]9 is taken as 8[01-20]9, including an implied 0 before 1 so that both values
have the same number of digits.

The pattern is strictly enforced with respect to the range and the number of characters:

• 8019 matches
• 819 does not match
• 8119 matches

The "x" character Use the x character as a wildcard in your dial pattern strings. These characters can only
appear at the end of strings. If you configure a pattern that includes an "x" character
followed by digits, the system displays an error.

Dial Plans
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Character Description

Parenthesis () Use parenthesis to enclose wildcard characters and express a pattern.

The pattern is not strictly enforced with respect to the number of characters. Consider the
pattern 8xx(xx):

• 812 matches
• 8123 matches
• 81234 matches

Bear in mind that the use of encoding characters are especially susceptible to overlapping dial-pattern matches. Recall
that overlapping dial-pattern matches that result in multiple targets introduce ambiguity that the Oracle ECB cannot
resolve. As a result, the system does not forward the signaling.

For example, the following two dial-patterns overlap:

• 4000
• 4xxx

Double check dial-patterns made up of encoding characters to avoid overlaps.
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5
Routing Configuration

The Oracle ECB performs session routing via its route configuration. Route configuration establishes hop-by-hop
paths to signaling endpoints.

End stations may or may not be known by the Oracle ECB; endpoints configured within the user database are known,
all others are not. Whether or not they are known by the system, the last hop (agent) leading towards that end station
is often known. For this reason, the Oracle ECB builds its hop list by starting with the last agent it knows in the path
and recursively adding hops (agents) needed to get to that hop. In the case where the last hop is not known, the system
provides its last known hop with endpoint information and allows unknown hops to try to find the endpoint.

Oracle ECB routing configuration allows the user to specify a route's cost to specify route preference. Cost may or
may not be based on monetary considerations. But the reach of an enterprise’s network often does allow the user to
configure routes that keep session traffic within the enterprise infrastructure rather than incurring cost associated with
a service provider.

The Oracle ECB allows for a range of route preference criteria to differentiate between routing paths. Criteria
includes source routing based on the agent or calling number. Target-oriented criteria is also available, allowing the
enterprise to designate preferred paths for specific called numbers.

Routing Fields
Clicking the Route icon displays the route list. To add routes, click the Add link. The Oracle ECB displays the Add
routing entry fields.

The table below describes the fields available on this dialog.
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Field Description

Source agent Select the agent from which the traffic must come to match the route.

The default is the wildcard *, meaning to match traffic from any agent.

Calling number Type in the number from which the traffic must come to match the route. A valid entry
includes numeric characters or an FQDN resolvable via ENUM.

The default is the wildcard *, meaning to match traffic with any calling number.

Dest agent Select the agent to which the traffic must be targeted to match the route.

The default is the wildcard *, meaning to match traffic to any agent.

Called number Type in the number to which the traffic is targeted to match the route. A valid entry includes
numeric characters or an FQDN resolvable via ENUM.

The default is the wildcard *, meaning to match traffic with any called number.

Route Select the agent nearest to the route’s target endpoint.

Cost Enter a cost associated with this route to specify route use preference when there are
multiple routes to the same destination

A valid entry is numeric ranging from 0 to 100, with the lowest number (cost) being the
preferred route.

Description Enter any descriptive text you find helpful in identifying this route.
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6
User Configuration

User configuration is an entirely optional, but common task. Recalling the flexibility inherent in the way the Oracle
ECB identifies source context, simple VoIP deployments may allow the system to identify source context and agent
without ever referring to a user database. More complex VoIP deployments, however, can benefit from user
databases. Examples include contiguous dial strings being deployed across multiple PBXs, making it impossible to
identify the target PBX by dial string alone.

When you need a user database, you configure entries for all source and destination numbers that you know require
user database support. The user database effectively performs dial plan tasks on individual numbers. Such tasks
include identifying a user’s source context and home agent. These entries provide the Oracle ECB with shortcuts for
determining this information.

A user often represents an actual account that exists within an enterprise’s dialing network. Examples of users include
an extension, a subscriber or a phone number. Each user may have a source context and a home agent. These
translate, respectively, into the following:

• “Default” dialing rules for (a) processing that user’s calls using the appropriate contextual transformation rules,
and

• Location information (b) knowing how to reach that user “on network”, by identifying its PBX (or other home
agent element type).

You can configure this database manually. Alternatively, you can upload user information in a format pre-configured
to translate into a user database.

User-number Fields
Clicking the Users icon displays the user list. To add users, click the Add link. The dialog below shows the Add User
entries dialog.
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The table below describes the fields available from this dialog.

Field Description

Number Enter the E.164 number associated with this user. Do not include the + character.

Ranges are supported, allowing you to set, for example, an entire branch using a single entry.

Source context Select or Enter the name of the context that best defines this user's preferred dialing rules.

Home agent Select or Enter the name of the agent to which this user is connected. This agent is the
closest agent to the user.
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A
Configuration Examples

This appendix provides examples for configuring the Oracle ECB within sample configurations targeting specific
environment models. The Oracle ECB is a complex tool that provides a variety of configuration options that can
achieve similar results. This chapter helps you identify a model to which your deployment most closely aligns and
presents configurations for meeting common needs. Use the examples within to identify configuration options that
track closely to the needs of your specific deployment.

Consider the diagram below. A Oracle ECB is deployed at the center of the session network and is managing SIP
signaling traffic for an enterprise headquartered in the US, with branch offices in the US, Spain and Germany.

There are multiple E-SBCs, PBXs and tie lines handling session services. The Oracle ECB must normalize multiple
signaling formats, integrate multiple vendor processes, provision varied session services and handle an enterprise user
database.

This sections presents configuration settings that accommodate this deployment and exemplify the configuration
options that you can use for your deployment.

Configuration Sequence
When first configuring the Oracle ECB for service, follow the sequence below to establish objects that you need in
ensuing object configurations.
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1. Agents - Agents help to segregate your network logically and geographically, providing Agent configuration also
specifies the hops available to you on your network for routes. In addition Users often use Home Agents to help
specify their contexts.

2. Dial Plans - Dial Plans specify all the contexts that you use in routes. Users may also be configured with contexts.
3. Users - It is often best to configure Users with existing Agents and Dial Plans to specify their locations and

applicable policies.
4. Routes - Routes often use Agents to specify source and destinations.

You will find this sequence is of decreasing value over time. In addition, it is not required that you follow this
sequence at any point. The flexibility of the Oracle ECB's configuration options allow you perform steps such as
creating new contexts as you create users. The sequence is most useful for understanding how to piece together the
elements of the Oracle ECB.

Initial Agent Configuration
The diagram below extends upon the previous diagram adding specific names for agents that are required for this
Oracle ECB deployment.

The table below presents Agent configurations for those on the diagram. This table is also intended to provide
examples from which you can glean guidelines for configuring your own agents.

Configure each agent, listed below, with IP address, Port and Transport mode. In addition, all Agents take the default
Number Translation Mode, which is e.164

Hostname Source Context # Translation Mode # of Digits Prepend Prefix

PBX-BED e.164

PBX-MAD e.164

PBX-BER e.164

ESBC1 e.164

ESBC2 e.164

PSTN-NA e.164

PSTN-MAD e.164

PSTN-BER e.164

No other configuration is necessary to support the early examples in this appendix. Additional agent configuration is
added when necessary.
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Dial Plan Strategies
Oracle ECB configuration design provides you with the flexibility to make the same settings, such as country code,
on multiple elements. To the extent that child elements inherit properties from parent elements, endeavor to elegantly
cover the basic requirements of your deployment with your initial configurations while preserving configuration
options in child objects to meet the needs of exceptions and expansion.

The simplest way to approach dial plan configuration is to base your corporate contexts on your enterprise's branch
offices. You configure dials plan and patterns comes within those contexts. The parent context establishes rules that
you need enforced across the enterprise. Each branch office gets a child context that inherits from both the corporate
parent and the rules associated with the country in which branch resides (geographic context).

Recall that the Oracle ECB comes pre-configured with the vast majority of geographic contexts you need. These
contexts include the country code. By setting a geographic location to your branch office, you inherit country code.
These contexts also include a description (of their location), which has no relevance to signaling processing.

The following corporate context configurations apply to the early enterprise configuration models presented in the
ensuing sections.

Name Geographic location Country Code Outside line prefix

acme

acme.bedford NA 9

acme.madrid EU.Spain

acme.berlin EU.Germany

This appendix uses dial plans and dial patterns to establish differentiation between configuration models, with all
using the same routes. For this reason, this appendix strays from the suggested configuration sequence and sets up
routes next.

Route Strategies
Route configuration consists of mapping out an extensible strategy according to your deployment model and
connecting agents together. Configure all agents as simply as possible and create only as many routes as are
necessary. Careful planning allows you to create routes that serve multiple purposes simultaneously.

You may recall that initial configuration procedures has user configuration preceding route configuration. This
configurations design, however, covers all expected users without specific user configuration.

Routes Configured to Support both Small and Medium/Large Enterprise Models

Route # Source Agent Calling # Called # Dest Agent Route Cost

#1 * * 34* * PSTN-MAD 20

#2 * * * PSTN-MAD ESBC2 0

#3 * * * PBX-MAD ESBC2 0

#4 * * 49* * PSTN-BER 20

#5 * * * PSTN-BER ESBC2 0

#6 * * * PBX-BER ESBC2 0

#7 * * 1* * PSTN-NA 20

#8 * * * * PSTN-NA 70

The table below explains the purpose of each route in the table above.
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Route # Description

#1 For traffic destined to Spain preceded with a "34" (Spain Country Code) and destined anywhere, send to
the PSTN agent in Madrid.

#2 For traffic destined to the PSTN in Madrid, use ESBC2.

#3 For traffic destined within the enterprise in Madrid, use ESBC2.

#4 For traffic destined to Germany preceded with a "49" (German Country Code) and destined anywhere,
send to the PSTN agent in Berlin.

#5 For traffic destined to the PSTN in Berlin, use ESBC2.

#6 For traffic destined within the enterprise in Berlin, use ESBC2.

#7 For traffic destined anywhere preceded with a "1" (US Country Code) and destined anywhere, send to the
North American PSTN agent.

#8 Default Route - If unable to determine any preferable route, use the most expensive route, which offloads
traffic to the North American PSTN agent. Note the cost of 70, which is the highest cumulative cost of
any other route set.

Note: Routes 1, 4 and 7 are examples of tail hop routing, which keeps traffic within the enterprise network for
as long as possible before issuing a call to Germany locally in Berlin.

Small Enterprise Model
The following tables present the dial plan for a small enterprise. Recall that the key characteristic for this model is the
absence of overlap of dial patterns across branch locations (contexts).

The diagram below adds example extension numbers for the small enterprise model that must be reachable.

The following tables present the dial plan for a Small enterprise. Recall that the key characteristic for this model is the
absence of dial pattern overlap between branch locations (context).

Dial Patterns Configured for the acme Context

Prefix Pattern Country Code Replace Prefix Replace URI GoTo Context Home Agent

1xxx 1 781555 PBX-BED

2xxx 34 91555 PBX-MAD
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Prefix Pattern Country Code Replace Prefix Replace URI GoTo Context Home Agent

3xxxxx 49 5555 PBX-BER

Recall the configuration of the child contexts. These contexts inherit the rules of the corporate context, acme, and are
also configured to inherit the geographic location contexts for the countries in which they reside.

Recall also the routes configured. Numbers preceded with the appropriate country code that do not match these dial
patterns go to the PSTN of their respective countries.

It is equally instructive to observer the fields that do not require configuration. Again, based on the inheritance of
rules from parent contexts, a means of basic access is available throughout the enterprise. In addition, based on the
higher precedence of child context configurations, these fields are available to you to configure for special
requirements at the separate branches.

This configuration provides the results presented in the table below.

From Dial String Transformation Result

acme 1321 +17815551321 Call is directed to PBX-BED as e.164

acme 2322 +345552322 Call is directed to PBX-MAD as e.164

acme 332356 +495555332356 Call is directed to PBX-BER as e.164

Large Enterprise Model
The following tables present the dial plan for a Medium/Large enterprise. Recall that the key characteristic for this
model is the overlap of dial patterns for each branch location (context).

The diagram below adds example extension numbers for the medium to large enterprise model that must be
reachable.

In this case, you can configure specific dial patterns for the acme context that each child context inherits. These dial
patterns provide the Oracle ECB with the means of distinguishing (disambiguation) between branches, even though
the extension patterns still begin with the same number.

Dial Patterns Configured for the acme Context
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Prefix Pattern Country Code Replace Prefix Replace URI GoTo Context Home Agent

101 acme.bedford

102 acme.madrid

103 acme.berlin

555 helpdesk@acme.com

Each child context inherits these dial patterns from the acme context, providing users with a means of

In contrast to the small enterprise model, note the use of dial patterns specific to each branch. These contexts work in
conjunction with the parent context's parents, delivering signaling with the enterprise's own prefixes to the branch's
PBX.

Dial Patterns Configured for the acme.bedford Context

Prefix Pattern Country Code Replace Prefix Replace URI GoTo Context Home Agent

4xxx 781555 PBX-BED

Dial Patterns Configured for the acme.madrid Context

Prefix Pattern Country Code Replace Prefix Replace URI GoTo Context Home Agent

4xxx 91555 PBX-MAD

Dial Patterns Configured for the acme.berlin Context

Prefix Pattern Country Code Replace Prefix Replace URI GoTo Context Home Agent

4xxxxx 5555 PBX-BER

111 berlinhelpdesk@acme.com

In contrast to the small enterprise model, note the use of dial patterns specific to each branch.

This configuration provides the results presented in the table below.

From Dial String Transformation Result

acme.bedford 4321 +17815554321 Call is directed to PBX-BED as e.164

acme.bedford 1024322 +3491555432 Call is directed to PBX-MAD as e.164

acme.bedford 103432356 +495555432356 Call is directed to PBX-BER as e.164

acme.madrid 4322 +34915554322 Call is directed to PBX-MAD as e.164

acme.madrid 1014321 +17815554321 Call is directed to PBX-BED as e.164

acme.madrid 103432356 +495555432356 Call is directed to PBX-BER as e.164

acme.berlin 432356 +495555432356 Call is directed to PBX-BER as e.164

acme.berlin 1014321 +17815554321 Call is directed to PBX-BED as e.164

acme.berlin 1024322 +34915554322 Call is directed to PBX-MAD as e.164
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Emergency Dial Configurations
To dial emergency numbers, you add dial patterns to the corporate context child context for the emergency numbers.
Configure these dial patterns with a Replace URI transformation that inserts the RFC 5031 compliant URN for
emergency services.

Dial Patterns Configured for the acme.bedford Context

Prefix Pattern Country Code Replace Prefix Replace URI GoTo Context Home Agent

911 URN:service:sos

Dial Patterns Configured for the acme.madrid Context

Prefix Pattern Country Code Replace Prefix Replace URI GoTo Context Home Agent

112 URN:service:sos

Dial Patterns Configured for the acme.berlin Context

Prefix Pattern Country Code Replace Prefix Replace URI GoTo Context Home Agent

112 URN:service:sos

In addition to the dial patterns above, the system needs three new routes.

Route # Source Agent Calling # Called # Dest Agent Route Cost

#1 * 1* service:sos * PSTN-NA 0

#2 * 34* service:sos * PSTN-MAD 0

#3 * 49* service:sos * PSTN-BER 0

This configuration provides the results presented in the table below.

From Dial String Transformation Result

acme.bedford 911 URN:service:sos Call is directed to PSTN-NA as emergency URN

acme.madrid 112 URN:service:sos Call is directed to PSTN-MAD as emergency URN

acme.berlin 112 URN:service:sos Call is directed to PSTN-BER as emergency URN

Alternate Translation Modes
As described in agent configuration instructions, a translation mode specifies the format required by that agent. The
configuration normally applies to a PBX when it is the last agent in the path to the user.
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This configuration implements a different configuration for PBX-BED, as follows.

Hostname Source Context # Translation Mode # of Digits Prepend Prefix

PBX-BED n-digit-dialing 5

This configuration produces the following results.

From Dial String Transformation Result

acme.bedford 54321 +17815554321 Call is directed to PBX-BED as a 5 digit number

acme.madrid 10154321 +17815554321 Call is directed to PBX-BED as a 5 digit number

acme.berlin 10154321 +17815554321 Call is directed to PBX-BED as a 5 digit number

ENUM Example Configuration
This example provides for the requirement that the signaling make an ENUM dip to resolve some element of the
overall signaling path. The configuration must be able to provide ENUM resolutions to provide for the deployment
shown below.

This configuration assumes the agent ESBC1 does not have a configured IP address. In addition, all numbers
beginning with 5 are routed to ESBC1. To provide resolution for ESBC1, create an ENUM configuration as follows.
In this case, the ENUM configuration includes only one server.

Hostname Domain Servers Number Trans Mode Number of Digits

enumsrv1 acme.com 192.168.2.2

Next, configure a route for all 5-digit extensions beginning with a 5 to the agent named ENUM.
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Route # Source Agent Calling number Called number Dest Agent Route Cost

#1 * * 5xxxx * enum:enumsrv1

The table below explains the purpose of the route in the table above.

Route # Description

#1 For traffic destined to a five-digit number beginning with 5, go to ENUM server to resolve the address of
ESBC1.
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